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Dipping a Pail into the River of Story: The
Fantasy Novels of Verlyn Flieger. Reviewed by
Paul Edmund Thomas.
Pig Tale. New York: Hyperion, 2002.
The Inn at Corbies’ Caww. Crawfordville:
Kitsune Books, 2011.

C

ommenting on his writing of The Lord of
the Rings, J.R.R. Tolkien says such a story
“grows like a seed in the dark out of the leafmould of the mind: out of all that has been seen
or thought or read.”¹ When a renowned Tolkien
scholar turns her hand to fiction, part of the “leaf
-mould” of her mind, the source material of her
imagination, is the scholarship to
which she has devoted herself for
more than three decades. Tolkien,
in the same passage, goes on to
emphasize that much of the
source material for the imagination in “one’s personal compostheap” consists of thoughts and
observations on books that have
been read long ago and then forgotten, which is probably true for
many if not most writers (Dr.
Johnson told Boswell that “the
greatest part of a writer’s time is
spent in reading, in order to write;
a man will turn over half a library
to make one book,” and Robertson Davies says somewhere in his
Cornish Trilogy that books are mostly about other books). Nevertheless, it seems to me that in
some cases at least, something new, rather than
something old and half-forgotten, comes into a
writer’s mind like spring warmth and starts the
seed growing out of the older leaf-mould. In
Verlyn Flieger’s case, I suggest that what may
have germinated the particular seed that, in 1998
–2002, grew into her novel Pig Tale was her
ground-breaking study of Tolkien, A Question of
Time: J.R.R. Tolkien’s Road to Faërie, which was
published by Kent State in 1997.
In the first four chapters of A Question of
Time, Flieger focuses on several of the twentiethcentury literary and cultural influences on Tol-

kien’s thought, particularly as they found expression in his unfinished time-travel story, The Lost
Road. One of these influences was J.W. Dunne,
an aeronautical engineer who became interested
in dreams, tried to investigate and explain why
dreamers have prescient moments, and set forth
his method and theory in a 1927 book, An Experiment with Time. Dunne wrote descriptions
of his dreams upon waking and then tried to
note the occasions on which he lived a moment
he had already experienced in a dream. Dunne
then theorized that the human soul is “serial” in
nature: it has an absolute beginning in linear
time but that linear existence is only a subset of
other larger aspects of the soul that exist in other
dimensions of time, and these other aspects can perceive what happens in linear time. An example
can best summarize Dunne’s theory. Observer 1 is in a canoe and
paddling downstream in a river.
Observer 2, a larger aspect of the
soul of Observer 1, is flying above
the river in an airplane. Looking
down, Observer 2 can see all that
Observer 1 sees, plus what lies upstream and what lies downstream
around the next bend in the river:
Observer 2 can perceive the past,
the present, and the future of Observer 1. If Observer 1, in dream,
can access the awareness of Observer 2, Observer 1 may dream of
moments yet to be lived.
Flieger both adopts and transforms Dunne’s
theory in her novel Pig Tale. The protagonist
(Observer 1) is a girl who, without conscious
awareness, is living her life in accordance with a
punishing mythic “pattern.” The pattern is perceived by an older and wiser aspect of the girl, an
other-dimensional character named Lally Dai
(Observer 2), who, with her mysterious companions Dogger John and the Skimmer, enter the
girl’s world from an indiscernible realm called
the Crystal Country: “we’re just observers,” the
Skimmer reminds Lally, “we can watch, but we
can’t move yet” (Pig Tale, 53). The girl’s life both
begins and continues in utter misery. Born on a
3

stormy night and immediately abandoned by her
desperate mother in the rain-pocked mud of a
farrow field, her rescue from death by exposure
is the only kind act that the villagers of Little
Wicken ever do for her. Raised but never loved
by farmer Grime and his wife, the girl is forced
to tend and live among the village pigs, and she
becomes “Mokie,” the pig girl. While herding the
pigs, the resourceful Mokie makes believe she is
the mythic Red Sorcha of the Gleaming Teeth,
Queen of the Pigs, who rides her Phantom Herd
like the wind. Other than a runt pigling named
Apple whom Mokie rescues from drowning at
the hands of the abusive Grime, Mokie’s only
friend is a shy village boy named
Janno, who possesses a green
marble through which Mokie
glimpses a beauty she has never
seen before: a glimpse of the
Crystal Country. When Mokie
starts to become a woman and
attracts attention from the village
boys, attention which turns violent and which Janno is helpless
to prevent, she shows her indomitable spirit, turns her back on the
knife-sharp gossiping voices of
Little Wicken, so ready to brand
her a harlot, and flees to the
Wickenwood with Apple. There
Mokie meets Lally Dai and her
two companions from the Crystal
Country, who give her the first kindness she has
ever known, and, for a time, Mokie lives, as it
were, in two dimensions as she comes of age and
flowers into womanhood. As Lally and John
come to love Mokie, Lally, frustrated with the
cruel inexorability of the “pattern,” expresses a
desire to get Mokie “out of it before it’s too late,”
but the Skimmer reminds her that the pattern is
beyond their control: “Even if we could break the
pattern it would re-form, find a new way to fit
into the old shape” (Pig Tale, 230). The Skimmer’s words are prophetic, because despite the
efforts of John and Lally to shape a different ending, the pattern moves Mokie towards its unavoidable conclusion, which — and I can say this
without spoiling the plot — is made no less heart
4

-wrenching by the mythic transcendence that
closes Flieger’s novel.
In The Inn at Corbies’ Caww, Flieger continues the story with Janno, who, haunted both by
the actions he took and failed to take in his relationship with Mokie, has left Little Wicken and
the name Janno behind him forever, and has
sought escape from his tormenting memories by
constantly traveling and telling stories to anyone
who might listen and toss a coin in his upturned
hat: “All he wanted was not to be where he had
been, not to be who he had been, not to see again
what he had done” (Inn, 37 and 142). In a dream
we revisit part of the Teller’s post-Janno boyhood, a series of episodes in
which he lives hand-to-mouth on
a wharf with an intrepid and clever boy named Jackdaw, who is
reminiscent of Dickens’ Artful
Dodger in Oliver Twist, and who
affectionately calls the boyish
Teller “Duffer” because of his bewildered inexperience. After telling a story in a village marketplace that so hooks the curiosity
of a homeless girl that she marks
his road and later follows him,
the Teller sets off on another
journey and meets another wandering man named Trover, whom
the Teller recognizes as none other than Jackdaw grown to manhood. Renewing their friendship, the two men
take to the road together and happen upon the
neglected and dilapidated Inn at Corbies’ Caww:
“irregularly roofed, with many windows at odd
levels hinting at random additions and suggesting that the rooms inside wandered at their own
pleasure,” “built deep into the hillside,” with a
shingled roof “mossy with age, the shingles
cracked and curling upward at the edges,” and
with “gables and cupolas and towers projecting
in steep peaks” (107). Like Witchland’s Carcë in
The Worm Ouroboros or Miss Havisham’s Satis
House in Great Expectations, the Inn has such a
ghostly palpable atmosphere that it becomes a
character in the story, but unlike those other oppressive edifices, the Inn has hidden powers and

passages and reveals them at key moments for
the characters. Upon entering, the Teller and
Trover meet a woman named Korvie, who inherited the Inn from her father and who says she
has returned to restore it to habitability. When
Korvie tells her life’s story to the two men, her
hinting narration of darker episodes suggests
that Korvie is the mother who bore and abandoned the newborn girl in the Farrow Field in
Pig Tale, the girl who became Mokie. Trover,
Korvie, and the Teller form a companionship
that is at first cautious but which improves with
time, as each one finds ways to contribute to the
restoration of the Inn. Soon, in the very midst of
a story of “the two who changed into birds,” a
grey goose and a cormorant, the homeless girl
arrives, wet and exhausted, but still full of curiosity for the Teller’s stories (134). Her name,
they discover, is Linnet, and the four settle down
at the Inn, “and the days and nights revolved,
and the Teller told his tales” (173).
Once all four are assembled, the “pattern”
begins to manifest itself once again. Lally Dai’s
crystal companion John foreshadows this in
verse at the outset of the novel: “Four threads
weaving into one / Four to make the Pattern
run.” This time, however, the Pattern has a sinister quality expressed by Caww, a spirit of malevolence that takes the form of a “hoodie-crow
who appears like night falling.” Caww rasps
“without the Pattern, without . . . me, there is no
story,” and with contempt for what he sees as
Lally’s soft-hearted caring for the four in the Inn,
Caww declares “I will come for them when they
are ready for me” (21). Before Caww can work
his dark will, Flieger weaves her narrative so that
both the reader and the characters come to realize that Lally, Korvie, and Linnet are all aspects
of the same person, and, like three Dunnean observers in different dimensions, each is aware of
different amounts of time and different parts of
their singular shared story. This heightened selfawareness is empowering, but it does not allow
the characters to elude the inexorability of the
Pattern. Even Lally comes to realize “It’s going to
happen all over again, I can feel it,” and her
companion the Spinner reminds her “It always
happens all over again, Lally, but every time hap-

pens different” (231). The Pattern in The Inn at
Corbies’ Caww does indeed take a very different
form from that of the Pattern in Pig Tale, and
reading its rushing climax calls to mind the ending of “The Fall of the House of Usher.” Conversing in its aftermath and with the knowledge
they have gained from seeing the Pattern work
itself out, Linnet and the Teller reexamine the
events of Pig Tale. Pressed by Linnet to justify
the value of his stories, which he always tells but
never finishes, The Teller explains that “a story
isn’t like a pail that you pour water in and when
the pail is filled that’s ‘all’;” rather “a story is like
a river and you can dip your pail full and still
there will always be more” (Inn, 255). Yet the
Teller does finish one story: he finds himself
able, at last, to tell Linnet the story of Mokie, and
in so doing finds himself able to reclaim the
name Janno. When he finishes, Linnet says
“Janno is the Teller,” and “The Teller is Janno,”
and she tells him “That is your gift and your burden.” (286).
Such unusual, such well-wrought, such good
fantasy novels. Pig Tale is much more than a
girl’s coming of age story, much more than a
story of the triumph of an individual spirit over
forces of conformity in a fearful and smallminded community. The Inn at Corbies’ Caww is
much more than a dream vision, much more
than a story of a quest for forgiveness and redemption, much more than an essay about the
nature of story itself. Flieger has spent much of
her life in enthusiastic reading, and these books
inevitably call to mind other books and other
writers: the reader will find hints and influences
of Tolkien, Dickens, Poe, Eddison, Barrie, Du
Maurier, and many others. Each novel has emotional power and can certainly stand on its own,
but, read sequentially, they amplify and illuminate one another, and, like all good books, they
reward multiple readings with enriched interpretive experiences. I hope that Verlyn Flieger will
dip her pail into the river of story yet again, and
that she will do it soon. ≡
¹ Humphrey Carpenter, Tolkien: A Biography
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1977), 140–1.
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING BOOKS
Wayne G. Hammond and
Christina Scull. The Art of The
Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien. Harper-Collins. 128 pp. £25
(hardcover). ISBN 9780007440818.
October, 2011.
Steven Barfield and Katharine
Cox, eds. Critical Perspectives
on Philip Pullman's His Dark
Materials: Essays on the Novels,
the Film and the Stage Productions. McFarland. 288 pp. $40
(softcover). ISBN 9780786440306. September, 2011.

John D. Rateliff. The History of
the Hobbit (newly revised, onevolume edition). HarperCollins. 960 pp. £35 (hardcover).
ISBN 978-0007440825. October, 2011.

Vandana Saxena. The Subversive Harry Potter: Adolescent
Rebellion and Containment in
the J.K. Rowling Novels.
McFarland, $40 (softcover).
ISBN 978-0786466740. July,
2012.

Donald T. Williams. Reflections from Plato’s Cave: Essays
in Evangelical Philosophy. Lantern Hollow Press, $14.95
(softcover). ISBN 9780615589107. January, 2012.
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Danny Birt. Between a Roc and a Hard Place. Toy
Box Books, 2010. 88 pp., $12.00 (softcover). Reviewed by Alana Joli Abbott.

T

his slim volume takes the traditional ugly
duckling story and expands it to dragon
size, creating Tephra, a dragon nested among
rocs, destined to bring together the birds and lizards of the world. After her mother is forced to
flee from her cave with only two of her eggs —
pursued by violent and wretched humans who
hope to bring about the demise of all dragons —
Tephra is dropped, still as an egg, into the nest of
Rocky and Rose Quartz. Rocky, an all-brawn-nobrains type of bird, is a good protector for Rose
Quartz and the eggs, but it is insightful and maternal Rose Quartz who first realizes that the egg
in her nest is no normal blessing from the Great
Stork. Despite the egg’s strange appearance, Rose
Quartz takes in the strange new child, recognizing her as a dragon long before Tephra is aware of
her identity.
Unlike the normal ugly duckling stories,
Tephra’s tale has only begun when her true identity is revealed. And it is not her beauty that attracts others to her: rather, it is her tendency to
think both like a reptile and like a bird. Nested
among birds, she has a natural affinity to her
feathered brethren, but she feels a kinship for the
scaled creatures that more closely resemble her.
Eventually, a myth of the creation of dragons is
revealed: the creatures were intended to bring
peace to all animals born from eggs, but instead
were reviled by lizards and birds alike. Tephra
becomes the fulfillment of that initial purpose,
and over many years, through her leadership ability and her creative problem solving, she carves
out a beautiful reserve for herself and her fellow
egg-born. Until, of course, the humans begin to
encroach upon her territory…
Birt does a fantastic job capturing both the
fairy tale and the fantasy sensibilities, setting a
tone appropriate for young children, with plenty
of puns, while keeping the simple story entertaining enough that older readers (and, dare I say it,
some adults) will enjoy it as a breezy read. The
illustrations by Richard Svensson are cheerful and
well placed, and occasionally rise above simple
illustration to become a drawing force in the nar-

rative. (Over a two and a half page spread, on
which the only words are “Feathers…went…
everywhere,” Svensson covers the pages with
feathers startled out of Tephra’s roc siblings, adding emphasis to the event and showing exactly
how dramatic the moment is for young Tephra.)
Birt creates incredibly entertaining naming conventions of the rocs (who must name their children after some form of rock) and the dragons
(whose names are abbreviations of a much longer
name: Tephra takes the dragon name Tephra
Ave, which stands for Those Pyroclastic Heated
Rocks Airborne After Volcanoes Eruptions, an
acronym that also defines her original roc name).
And, despite their introduction, not all humans
are evil, leaving the story to end with hope that
Tephra and her animal friends will be able to
maintain their lands in spite of human population growth.
There is little real conflict or risk in the story,
but that lack of intensity is exactly part of the appeal. Young readers will never really worry about
Tephra’s survival, but they will be excited to see
how she outsmarts her enemies and how she
unites her friends. None of the characters are extremely deeply drawn, but again, that is part of
the charm: Tephra is the only character who worries about her self-identity, and she’s the only one
who really needs to. The Stork is a stork, Rose
Quartz and Rocky are rocs, Ana Conda is a snake,
and they know their place in life. Tephra has the
opportunity to create her own place, and, by doing so, create a better world.
All in all, Birt has created a charming story
that will work well
as a read-aloud for
children not yet independent enough
for its length, or as
an independent read
for more advanced
readers ready for
vocabulary challenges. It’s also a fun,
light-hearted read
for adults who enjoy
a bit of happily ever
after in their fairy
tales. ≡

Rainer Nagel. Hobbit Place-names: A Linguistic
Excursion through the Shire. Walking Tree Publishers, 2012. 302 pp., $24.30. Reviewed by Mark
T. Hooker.

T

his is another excellent book from Walking
Tree Publishers, the press of Eredain, the
Swiss Tolkien Society. It is primarily linguistic in
nature. It explores “the toponymy of The Shire,”
which Tolkien calls “a parody” of the placenames “of rural England” (3).
Nagel notes that while there has been considerable interest in Tolkien’s nomenclature,
“the focus has been on singling out particular
names of important individuals and places.
Thorough analyses of names (place-names or
personal ones) are usually reserved for Elvish
names only” (1). Nagel’s book, however, takes a
more systematic approach. It catalogues all the
place-names in The Shire and in Breeland, including those that appear on the map, but not in
the text, as well as four names from The Adventures of Tom Bombadil.
Nagel puts all these place-names in the context of Tolkien’s working aid for translators
(“Guide to the Names in The Lord of the Rings”),
and then explores their “possible ‘etymologies’
against the theoretical backdrop of real-world
English place-name research” (4). He provides a
good overview of the most current thinking on
this subject that will certainly be useful to those
just beginning to explore this branch of Tolkienian Linguistics. Even those who are well
versed in this area will find something new to
spur them on to further investigations.
Nagel, for example, notes that the appearance of my books necessitated some changes in
his manuscript (xiii). He has returned the favor
with Hobbit Place-names, which has necessitated
some changes in the manuscript of my forthcoming book, Tolkien and Welsh, and suggested
a new approach for further research, for which
my thanks.
Each name in Nagel’s book is also examined from the perspective of Comparative Translation. Since Nagel is based at the Johannes Gutenberg University in Mainz, his focus is on the
competing German translations. This discussion
7

will be of interest to students of Tolkien’s aforementioned “Guide to the Names in The Lord of
the Rings”, because Tolkien made specific suggestions for the translation of his names into
German. Nagel offers a native-German-speaking
linguist’s opinion of Tolkien’s suggestions.
In conclusion, Hobbit Place-names is an
informative, easy read that is heartily recommended for all students of Tolkien’s CommonSpeech nomenclature. ≡
About the Author
Rainer Nagel is a professor of English and Linguistics at the Johannes Gutenberg University in
Mainz. His area of interest is Tolkiennymy, a
branch of Tolkienian Linguistics that focuses on
place and personal names in Tolkien’s Legendarium which are intended to be perceived as
names in firstworld languages.
About the Cover
Artist
The cover illustration of three hobbits having a picnic under an oak
at the side of the
road is by Anke
Eißmann. It seems
to be a perfect fit
for a book about
an excursion in
The Shire.
Eißmann also did
the cover art for
Walking Tree’s
Inside Language by Ross Smith, which uses her
painting of “Oromë espies the first Elves”. Walking Tree also used her art for the covers of the
reissues of Tolkien in Translation and Translating Tolkien: Text and Film. Eißmann was a contributor to the Northeast Tolkien Society Calendar. You can visit her website, in English and
German, at http://anke.edoras-art.de. From my
perspective, hers is a name to look out for in the
future.
8

Robert Crossley. Imagining Mars: A Literary History. Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University
Press, 2011. 396 pp., $40.00 (hardcover). Reviewed by Ryder W. Miller.

C

aught up in some of the Utopian Dreaming
about space I could not help believing like
others that we could some day make a new start
of it on Mars. Tangent to such thoughts was the
recognition that maybe we were not really ready
to go to Mars, that we would bring along with us
many of the social and military problems we
have on Earth. C.S. Lewis in Out of the Silent
Planet, which will celebrate its 75th anniversary
next year, warned of this possibility in 1938,
even before the dawn of the space age.
At the end of the recent century hopeful human eyes were watching Mars, dreaming that we
could send people there soon. We were hoping
for a Mars Race similar to The Moon Race of the
1960s — a race which saw the challenge realized
within a decade. Explorers still dream of going to
Mars, but the recent Mars Craze has actually
become literary, generating its own literary criticism, with books that explore the books that
were written about The Red Planet. Such recent
books as Visions of Mars and Imagining Mars
explore The Red Planet’s literary legacy. I collected my Mars books in the hopes of writing such a
book myself one day, actually I have a whole
bookshelf filled with science fiction books about
Mars and have read my 50 or so, but I must admit that even though I have found faults with
this new crop of literary Mars book criticism, I
have been beaten.
Imagining Mars: A Literary History by Massachusetts English professor Robert Crossley is
very impressive in many ways. One is not likely
to find many who have such a depth of
knowledge about all the books the have been
written about our neighbor in space. Here one
will find one hundred pages of exploration of the
predecessors of H.G. Wells’s The War of the
Worlds where the story begins for most readers.
Crossley describes dozens of books one cannot
find even in second-hand book stores, such titles
being relegated to antiquarian booksellers, libraries, or sometimes the Internet. He also

chronicles the interactions between novelists and
scientists. Mars for the longest time was the
place we dreamed that we could find other living
things like ourselves (i.e., alien bipeds).
Crossley makes a dozen or so reference to
C.S. Lewis’s Out of the Silent Planet in this tale of
the chronicle of literary treatises, fantasies, discoveries, and promulgations. But there were
different roads and crossroads taken. He enlightens:
The old nineteenth-century ideal of using narratives about Mars to stimulate
interest in astronomical research and to
teach readers the state of the scientific
question ceased to have much bearing
on the literary imagination. The Mars of
fiction became a predominantly mythic
place, and with few exceptions remained
so until the 1980s. (171)
Crossley does have his favorites and appears
to have a bias towards terraforming the planet.
He also brings a level of sophistication to his
analysis so that he can appreciate the
“masterwork” of Kim Stanley Robinson’s Mars
trilogy: Red Mars, Green Mars, and Blue Mars.
Crossley does seem to make light of the achievements of defenders including Ray Bradbury’s
The Martian Chronicles (Jeffrey Spender, who
seeks to stop the damagers, is a “terrorist”), Brian Aldiss and Roger Penrose’s White Mars is too
“didactic”, Ben Bova’s series,
with a character who “defends
the lichens”, is a button pusher,
etc. Instead, he favors Arthur C.
Clarke’s The Sands of Mars with
its planetary engineers, and
Robinson’s terraforming and
aeroforming epic. One may take
Robinson to task for having the
preservationists lose in his trilogy. Though not mentioned for
my essays on the subject at The
Mars Society, he does mention some “ecogoths” who think
we should not damage or alter
Mars at all. Such an argument

does seek to stall the potential damage
that terraforming would cause native extraterrestrial life that we may someday find there. We
might be very surprised by what we can learn
from it: for example, lichens have a lesson to tell
because they survive due to symbiosis rather
than warfare and competition. With such a
broad canvas to explore, most space fantasy aficionados are going to find some references to
things that they have read, but many of the
books have become rare (for instance, a personal
favorite, Ludek Pesek’s The Earth is Near).
The tradition continues, with Crossley
pointing out that the field is open to fantasists continuing the history here by reacting to
Ian McDonald’s award-winning story “The Old
Cosmonaut and the Construction Worker
Dream of Mars”, with its “cosmo-commuting”
workers writing that “his Mars is primarily a verbal construct, a world inhabited by the human
imagination before — and whether — it is ever
inhabited in the flesh. As it has always been so
far” (309).
C.S. Lewis explored this fantastic territory in
Out of the Silent Planet. His was also a wonderful
creation with some of the oddest creatures you
would find on the fantastical worlds out there.
Though didactic, not everybody is going to be
turned off because of the dogma; instead, they
may revel in the fascinating creation and like
how the argument is drawn and won. Like
Crossley, they are likely to have found some fun
in the reading, and it would not
be surprising if it is turned to
again in 2013. Maybe it is better
that we are not there yet. Lewis’s
warning may not have applied to
microscopic life, but it does appear to have been heeded by
Planetary Protection Officers
who protect the Earth from forward and backward contamination. In the meantime we have
plenty of fascinating books that
we can read until we have gotten
our planetary act together and
we can create an improvement
somewhere else. ≡
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Erin Morgenstern. The Night Circus. New York:
Doubleday, 2011. 400 pp., $26.95 (hardback).
Reviewed by David Emerson.

M

agic, mystery, romance, heartbreak,
fate and free will, illusion, architecture,
clockmaking, life and death, bottled stories,
gourmet dinners at midnight, juggling kittens,
and chocolate mice.
This is a rare and unusual book. Standing
quite apart from the usual run of fantasies that
are either pseudo-medieval romances, urban
supernatural thrillers, or teenage angst with
hunky monsters, this one centers instead on a
unique circus and a pair of magicians bound
together in a duel neither of them understands.
What’s more, the style and tone of the book give
it a magical feeling of its own quite apart from
(yet inextricably linked to) the subject matter.
Set mostly in London and New York of the
late Victorian age, the novel traces the stories of
the two magician’s apprentices who have been
set into opposition with each other, but come to
find they have more commonalities than differences. It is also the story of the remarkable performance venue that has been
created specifically for them to
subtly showcase their talents, and
the people behind this circus: the
impresario who seeks a new
spectacle, the ballerina and actresses who set the visual and
emotional tone, the architect
who designs structures without
the constraints of physical laws,
the maker of fabulous clocks
whose masterwork adorns the
front entrance, and even the avid
circus followers (reveurs) dressed
all in black and white with a single splash of red. All these characters get their moments of focus
and varying degrees of backstory, with the effect of making
us care deeply for every one of
them. The circus itself is so wondrously described that it ends up
becoming a character in its own
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right. In fact, the only characters for whom I
could not find much empathy were the shadowy
master sorcerers lurking in the background,
pulling the strings — and that’s as it should be,
since the author makes the implicit point that
these two have long ago lost their souls.
There is also a parallel story, set in a slightly
different time frame, concerning a young fellow
named Bailey (no relation to Barnum, I’m sure)
whose fate slowly becomes entwined with that of
the circus, just as the chronology of his storyline
gradually merges with that of the main narrative.
This element of playing with timelines could
have been confusing and ultimately detrimental
to the coherence of the novel, but Morgenstern
manages to pull it off brilliantly. And rather than
it being merely technical trickery, in retrospect it
seems absolutely necessary in order to plant the
necessary scenes of foreshadowing that become
crucial to the climax, and yet to begin Bailey’s
story early enough to avoid his seeming like a
deus ex machina.
I can’t end this review without praising the
wonderful design of the physical book. From the
symbolic cover (the circus held
in the palm of a female hand) to
the endpapers (stark black and
white stripes evoking a circus
tent), everything is not only aesthetically pleasing, but also resonant with the themes and motifs
of the story. The major sections
are divided by full pages with
radiating stripes on one side and
starry blackness on the other,
alluding simultaneously to the
monochromatic visual aspect of
the circus and the stars that foretell its future. The whole effect is
to further the feeling that the
reader is actually entering the
circus every time one picks up
the book.
When I finished this book, all
I wanted to do was to immediately go back and start reading it all
over again. I suspect you will too.

≡

Anne McCaffrey and Todd McCaffrey.
Dragon’s Time: Dragonriders of Pern. 352 pp.,
$26.00 (hardcover). New York: Ballantine,
2011. Reviewed by Daniel Baird.

T

his book is the third of a trilogy featuring
the protagonist Fiona (the other two
books are Dragonheart [2008] and Dragongirl
[2010]). Thus one must have read the two earlier books in order to understand the plot of this
one. I frankly recommend reading all of Todd
McCaffrey’s earlier books as well since events
in this book are in many ways a consequence of
earlier story arcs.
Like Todd’s other books this one is set in
the beginning of Third pass of threadfall some
2000 years before the events of Anne
McCaffrey’s earliest published books on Pern
(set during the 9th pass). Sickness has devastated the dragon weyrs killing a large number of
dragons — how will the remaining dragonriders of Pern protect people and their holds from
the killing thread that falls from the skies? Fiona, rider of the gold queen dragon Talenth,
leads the cast of characters in grappling with
this problem that has the potential to wipe out
the entire planetary colony.
Fans of the McCaffreys know that their
books lean more to sci-fi rather than the fantasy genre, especially in the later books by Anne.
Todd continues in his books to providing scientific explanations for the “dragons” and other
phenomena. Anne used biology and other sciences; Todd additionally brings in knowledge
of aerodynamics to his descriptions of dragonflight and the sensations experienced by their
riders. Yet by far what gives the sci-fi “feel” to
this trilogy is time travel. Readers of Anne’s
books will be familiar with the basics for time
travel via dragon; to those who are new to the
Pern books I will not spoil the fun except to
give some general comments.
Throughout the books, especially in this
last one the McCaffreys provide explanations as
to how time travel works, both in general and
for the dragons specifically. If you are a hardcore sci-fi time travel genre fan beware: the ex-

planation is extremely simplistic. For example, they eliminate
the possibility of
multiple time lines.
Not that such necessarily makes for a
poor plot, but the
authors do seem to
work hard to simplify time travel to the
point that unfortunately much of what
occurs in this book I
had already guessed,
taking away the “oh that’s cool!” moments that
one usually associates with time travel. (On a
side note, if you do like time conundrums then
may I suggest the anime, Steins;Gate, warning:
it will play with your mind!)
What Dragon’s Time does well is to answer
the many questions raised throughout the entire series of Pern books written by Todd as
well as provide an emotionally satisfying ending to this trilogy. Of course this book continues to delight any reader that fantasizes about
being able to not only ride a dragon but have a
telepathic winged-friend for life. The trilogy as
a whole does well in presenting the character
Fiona as she develops from a rambunctious
child to a mature leader of a weyr. Other important characters develop as well, such as
Xhinna, a friend of Fiona and perhaps the most
tragic character due to the effects of time travel,
another friend of Fiona, Terin and her lover
F’jian, and the seer Tenniz. Todd also brings in
several favorite characters from his earlier
books such as Lorana, rider of the gold dragon
Arith, and the Harper Kindan. Nor are these
protagonists from earlier books limited to cameos, but rather are skillfully woven into plot
making them both important and rounded
characters. Some news to end with, Anne and
Todd worked together on a new book, Sky
Dragons, forthcoming in June of this year. The
character Xhinna will be the protagonist. We
miss you Anne! ≡
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